URGENT STATE OF EMERGENCY! READ CAREFULLY AND RESPOND!
May 25, 2021

RE: INVITATION TO ATTEND AND PARTICIPATE IN OUR
THIRD CONTINENTAL CONGRESS AT INDEPENDENCE
HALL
Dates: July 5-6, 2021
Place: Independence Hall (Visitors Center) (Second Floor Conference Room)
Times: 9 AM to 4 PM Each Day
Dear Fellow Patriots and Media,
I am enclosing materials explaining our Third Continental Congress, and its agenda and mission
statement, as well as our proposed Declaration of Independence to be discussed, modified,
augmented, perfected and voted upon by the delegates to our Third Continental Congress on July
5 and 6, 2021 at Independence Hall in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
As the nation is on its knees and on life support under the far left socialist, increasingly
communist and atheist Biden-Harris regime, and a corrupt and worthless Republican Party which
simply raises more money for itself on Fox News but offers no real opposition, I hope that you
will join us with regard to this urgent and necessary endeavor in these dark times in our nation’s
history.
Your wisdom and input would be most appreciated in order to create a new government by and
for the people, in order to restore and implement the vision of our Founding Fathers on July 4,
1776.
Please read and digest the attached materials carefully, as time is short before the republic is
irreparably taken over by the forces of the radical left. The time to act peacefully and legally is
now, before it is too late to “resurrect” our beloved nation from the dead.
Let us know as soon as possible if you have an interest in attending and participating in the Third
Continental Congress.

As was our recruiting motto in World War II, when defeating National Socialism under the Third
Reich was our urgent mission, “Uncle Sam Needs You!” Now we must defeat the socialists,
communists, atheists and other leftist radicals who have seized total control of the United States
of America, and are using the Biden-Harris regime to consolidate their power and total control
over all of us!
All the best and God bless,

Larry Klayman, Esq.
Chairman and General Counsel
Freedom Watch, Inc.
Founder of both Judicial Watch, Inc. and Freedom Watch, Inc.

THIRD CONTINENTAL CONGRESS AGENDA
Mission Statement
July 5-6th, 2021 9:00AM-4:00PM EST
Independence Hall
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Independence Hall, (erected 1753)
Freedom Watch’s Third Continental Congress, taking place on July 5th and 6th,
2021, exactly 245 years after our Founding Fathers and the colonies declared our
independence for the first time, will be held in the Visitors Center across from
Independence Hall in the birthplace of liberty, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It was
the Second Continental Congress which gave rise to our Declaration of
Independence on or about July 4, 1776.
Particularly, given the total leftist takeover of our already corrupt three branches of
federal government, which was made much worse under the Biden-Harris regime,
put in office through rigged elections taking advantage of the Covid-19 pandemic,
the time has again arisen. Given Republican acquiescence, incompetence, and
deceit such that there is no opposition to the push to socialism, communism,
atheism, anti-Semitism and anti-Christianity, and virtually every radical godless
anti-American ideology, it is time to again declare independence!
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This is consistent with the Declaration of Independence, which spelled out and
explained to the world the justification for independence from the King of England
and his corrupt monarchy.
Today, the American people are living in much worse, oppressive and dangerous
times than our Founding Fathers and the colonies experienced. King George III
was not a socialist. He was not a communist like Representative Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez. He was not a radical black like Representative Maxine Waters. He
was not an anti-Semitic, radical Democrat Muslim like Representatives Ilhan Omar
and Rashida Tlaib. He was also not a radical member of the Marxian Jewish left
like George Soros. He was not a radical feminist. He was not a radical LGBTQ like
Biden-Harris Secretary of Transportation Pete Buttigieg and the radical leftist
transgenders inserted into the Biden-Harris regime. And he was not an atheist and
anti-Semite and anti-Christian – as are the extremely dishonest and hate-filled
leftist forces, which have now seized total control over our body politic and lives.
Most members of these groups are peaceful in their beliefs, but the leftist radicals
who have taken over are pure evil and dangerous.
Here is how Thomas Jefferson and his co-Founders began the Declaration of
Independence, which rings true more today than on July 4, 1776:
“The Unanimous Declaration of the thirteen United States of America, When in
the course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with another, & to assume among the
powers of the earth, the separate & equal station, to which the laws of Nature & of
Nature's god entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that
they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal: that they
are endowed by their creator with inherent & inalienable rights: that among these
are life, liberty, & the pursuit of happiness: that to secure these rights,
governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed: that whenever any form of government becomes destructive of
these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, & to institute new
government, laying it's foundation on such principles, & organizing it's powers in
such form, as to them shall seem most likely to affect their safety and happiness.
prudence indeed will dictate that governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes: and accordingly, all experience hath shewn
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that mankind are more disposed to suffer while evils are sufferable, than to right
themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. but when a long
train of abuses & usurpations, begun at a distinguished period, & pursuing
invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute
despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government & to
provide new guards for their future security. such has been the patient sufferance
of these colonies; and such is now the necessity which constrains them to expunge
their former systems of government. the history of the present king of Great Britain
is a history of unremitting injuries & usurpations, among which appears no
solitary fact to contradict the uniform tenor of the rest, but all have in direct object
the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these states. to prove this, let facts be
submitted to a candid world, for the truth of which we pledge a faith yet unsullied
by falsehood.”
Thus, with Divine Providence, as did our Founding Fathers 245 years ago, we
again summon the Father and His Son to guide and watch over us as we assemble
in Philadelphia, July 5th and 6th, 2021. This is NOT just to declare our
independence again, but with courageous great minds and fellow patriots, plot the
future for our new republic!
In so doing, we will discuss, vote, and agree on a new Declaration of
Independence, as well as additional proposed protections to insert into a reenacted
and perfected Constitution which will include but will not be limited to these
proposed urgent and necessary matters:
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FIRST, enacting a fair and fraud free system to elect presidents, vice presidents and
representatives in our new Congress, based on accountability to know that only citizens are
voting.

Liberty Bell, Philadelphia
(created 1752)

SECOND, to make it clear that government officials and federal judges do not have
absolute immunity from being held accountable for illegal actions and crimes against the
citizenry, and to craft a functional means to remove and prosecute them for high crimes
and misdemeanors as well as “bad behavior”, as written into our original Constitution
ratified on June 21, 1788.
THIRD, to craft a system to get federal judges and Supreme Court justices who are not the
result of political patronage and legalized/illegal bribery and to clarify that they do not
have lifetime tenure and must be elected and thus accountable to We the People. In
general, the goal is to get judges and justices who are not the “yes men and yes women” of
the political elite and establishment as well as special interests.
FOURTH, to create a real and functioning Department of Justice as the fourth branch of
government, free from the politics of any political party or special interest, in order that
justice can be restored from what has been a two-tiered and wholly corrupt legal system;
one for the so called elite and establishments of both political parties as well as special
interests, and another for us ordinary folk.
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FIFTH, to give legal standing to any citizen to challenge in legal proceedings an
unconstitutional act by the government.
SIXTH, to insert into the Constitution a prohibition to prevent discrimination based on
political and ideological beliefs, in addition to the current prohibition for discrimination
based on race, sex, national origin, and religion.
SEVENTH, to clarify that there is no legal right to an abortion or for “gay marriage”
embodied in the Constitution.
EIGHTH, but hardly last, to make it a capital one felony to knowingly take the life of the
unborn, who will be legally recognized as a human being, created by God, at conception.
FINALLY, other additions and clarifications to the Constitution will be proposed, debated
and enacted as voted on by our Third Continental Congress.

Once we declare independence and form a new government that is truly by and for
We the People, I am convinced that the U.S. military and police forces will defend
us from attack by the left. They have recognized that the citizenry must halt the
rapid slide to socialism, communism, and atheism under the despotic and
incompetent rule of not just the Democratic Party, but also the Republican Party,
who like the money changers in the ancient Temple in Jerusalem, simply enrich
themselves with money and power, as the republic is pillaged and destroyed by
their dishonesty, extreme arrogance, megalomania, and greed. We also have our
own right of self-defense under the Second Amendment to the Constitution.
Let us reestablish our renewed republic and government at Independence Hall and
let the criminals of both current major political parties stay in Washington, D.C., to
commit crimes against each other and leave us alone! Who needs them? Their time
ruling over us as tyrants and despots must peacefully and legally be relegated to
ancient history!
The time has come again, as it did on July 4, 1776, to be free from government
tyranny and despotism, which under Biden-Harris regime, with no real and
effective opposition from the complicit, hapless, and corrupt Republican Party, has
paved the way for what has become a leftist socialist, communist, and atheist
dictatorship! This cannot and must not stand!
Remember that the Father and His Son will stand by us, as he did with the
colonies, but only if we stand by ourselves!
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BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE TO FREE THE NATION FROM THE
CURRENT LEFTIST DICTATORSHIP, NOW IS THE TIME FOR
ACTION AND NO LONGER ONLY WORDS!
PLEASE CONTACT US WITH YOUR THOUGHTS AND TO
CONFIRM YOUR PARTICIPATON IN THE THIRD
CONTINENTAL CONGRESS BY EMAILING US AT
ASHER.ANDERSONFW@GMAIL.COM.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEE YOU ON JULY 5 AND 6, 2021,
AT INDEPENDENCE HALL IN PHILADELPHIA.
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The Declaration of Independence of the Third
Continental Congress entered at Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania on July 5 ,6 2021.
th

th

When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one
people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of
Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should
declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident, that
all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights,
that among these are Life, Liberty, the pursuit of Happiness, and the Security of Freedom.
That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed, that whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive
of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate
that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and
accordingly, all experience hath shewn, that mankind is more disposed to suffer, while evils are
sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. When
an ever-increasing train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariable the same Object, evinces a
design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such
government, and provide new guards for securing their future. Such has the patient sufferance of
these United States of America; and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter
their former Systems of Government. The History of the past and current regimes are histories
of repeated tyranny and transgressions against the citizenry and its Constitution. In order to
prove this, let these facts be submitted.
First - Turning the republic far left toward a socialist, communist, and atheist state!

Second - The nomination and selection of federal judges and Supreme Court justices based
on political campaign contributions and other forms of bribery, legal and illegal, creating a
judiciary that favors the ruling class and special interests!
Third - The Supreme Court accordingly, without legal basis, grants immunity to its justices
and other federal judges, as well as government officials, for unethical and illegal acts!
Fourth - Government corruption in general, which rob the citizenry of its Bill of Rights
and which give special treatment to persons and entities caused by, what is in effect, bribery of
public officials and federal judges!
Fifth - Rendering impotent law enforcement by police to protect the citizenry!
Sixth - Bankrupting the republic with huge government expenditures, bail outs and special
perks to certain classes of persons, corporations, unions and other special interests!
Seventh - Overtaxing the citizenry and then squandering its money with incompetence,
discriminatory spending, and graft!
Eighth - Incessant illegal executive orders and edicts overruling and disregarding and
subverting the separation of powers!
Ninth - Use of the U.S. Department of Justice and its Federal Bureau of
Investigation as a private and political "Gestapo" to threaten, arrest, criminally charge and seek
convictions of anyone who protests the current Biden-Harris administration and the
Government in general!
Tenth - Perpetuation of the Government’s current fraudulent election system!
Eleventh - Mass surveillance on the citizenry in violation of their Fourth Amendment and
privacy rights!

Twelfth -Harming the vital energy industry by canceling natural gas pipelines to the United
States but granting approval to Russian energy pipelines to Western Europe, causing
national security threats!
Thirteenth - Mass illegal immigration that subjects the citizenry to disease, criminals and
terrorist infiltrators!
Fourteenth - Endangering the citizenry by cozying up to terrorist Muslim nations and
groups such as the Islamic Republic of Iran, Hamas and Hezbollah by funding them,
directly and through the corrupt and anti-Semitic United Nations, and threatening Israel
to cut off military aid if the Jewish state seeks to eradicate these terrorist Muslim nations and
groups!
Fifteenth -Using rogue and radical environmental laws and regulations to assert total
government power and control, if not tyranny, over the citizenry!
Sixteenth – Endangering public health by falsely inducing and thus causing the citizenry to
take Covid-19 vaccines when the short-, medium-, and long-term health risks and side effects
remain unknown and when these vaccines are not approved finally by the Food and Drug
Administration, but instead are in what are in effect an experimental clinical stage of analysis!
Seventeenth - Perpetuating the cancel culture, that is censoring conservatives, people of faith
and all those who believe in the vision and creation of our Founding Fathers for political
purposes by Big Tech!
Eighteenth - Stoking a race war between blacks and whites in particular to suit the political
ends of government officials!
Nineteenth -Subverting the education of our youth with racist policies and teachings such as
critical race theory, relativism regarding math, promoting homosexuality and transgenderism, and
Marxist and anti-Judeo-Christian theories and dogma!

Twentieth – As may be proposed, deliberated and voted upon by the delegates to this Third
Continental Congress at every stage of our rightful opposition, in necessary response to the
transgression of We the People’s freedoms granted to them by way of the laws of nature and
nature’s God as well as our Constitution
Therefore We, the representatives of The Third Continental Congress, assembled as were
the First and Second Continental Congresses at Independence Hall in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, with Divine Providence and under the Father and His Son, declare
that the People of the United States of America be absolved from any allegiance to the
tyrannical establishment and continuance of the current and corrupt United States governing
body, and of right ought to be free and independent once again. And that as Free and
Independent States, they have full Power to levy War, conclude Peace, contract
Alliances, establish Commerce, and to do all other Acts and Things which Independent
People may of right do. And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the
protection of Divine Providence under our Creator, we mutually pledge to each other our
Lives, our Fortunes and our sacred Honor.
Be it resolved that the capital of these United States now resides again at Independence
Hall, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the original and current renewed birthplace of our
liberty.
To be voted upon and signed by the delegates to the Third Continental Congress based on
deliberation by representatives of the fifty states on July 5th and 6th, 2021, at Independence
Hall, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Recommended Stays
Crafted below for our fellow patriots is a list of approachable hotels within 10
miles of Independence Hall; some within walking distance.

(2 Star) Days Inn by Wyndham Philadelphia – Roosevelt Boulevard –
Avg. $86/night

(2 Star) Extended Stay America Philadelphia - Avg. $95/night

(2Star) Wingate by Wyndham Voorhees Mt. Laurel - $97/night

(3 Star) Spring Hills Suites Cherry Hill, NJ – Avg $98/night

(3 Star) The Notory Hotel Philadelphia – Avg. $187/night

(4 Star) Philadelphia Marriott Old City Avg. $162/night

(4 Star) The Warwick Rittenhouse Square – Avg. $162/night

(4 Star) Sofitel Philadelphia at Rittenhouse Square – Avg. $168/night

(4 Star) The Kimpton Hotel Palomar Philadelphia – Avg. $178/night

(4 Star) The Logan Philadelphia – Avg. $198/night

